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Section A: Project Summary. CONTEXTUAL VOCABULARY ACQUISITION

No doubt you have on occasion read some text containing an unfamiliar word, but you were unable or unwilling to find out from a dictionary or another person what the word meant. Nevertheless, you might, consciously or not, have figured out a meaning for it. Suppose you didn’t, or suppose your hypothesized meaning was wrong. If you never see the word again, it may not matter. However, if the text you were reading were from science, mathematics, engineering, or technology (SMET), not understanding the unfamiliar term might seriously hinder your subsequent understanding of the text. If you do see the word again, you will have an opportunity to revise your hypothesis about its meaning. The more times you see the word, the better your definition will become. And if your hypothesis development were deliberate, rather than “incidental”, your command of the new word would be stronger.

We propose (a) to extend and develop algorithms for computational contextual vocabulary acquisition (CVA): learning, from context, meanings for “hard” word: nouns (including proper nouns), verbs, adjectives, and adverbs, (b) to unify a disparate literature on the topic of CVA from psychology, first- and second-language (L1 and L2) acquisition, and reading science, in order to help develop these algorithms, and (c) to use the knowledge gained from the computational CVA system to build and to evaluate the effectiveness of an educational curriculum for enhancing students’ abilities to use deliberate (i.e., non-incidental) CVA strategies in their reading of SMET texts at the middle-school and college undergraduate levels: teaching methods and guides, materials for teaching and practice, and evaluation instruments. The knowledge gained from case studies of students using our CVA techniques will feed back into further development of our computational theory. This project falls within Quadrant 2 (fundamental research on behavioral, cognitive, affective and social aspects of human learning) and Quadrant 3 (research on SMET learning in formal and informal educational settings).

The computational aspects of this project build upon our previous work on the development of a computational CVA theory and software system called ‘Cassie’. Cassie consists of the SNePS knowledge-representation and reasoning system and a knowledge base of background information representing the knowledge that a reader (e.g., Cassie) brings to the text containing the unknown term. Input to the system consists, in part, of information from the text being read, which is parsed and incorporated directly into the knowledge-representation formalism. Cassie’s other input is questions asked about the material being read. The question “What does [word] mean?” triggers a deductive search of the knowledge base, now consisting of background information plus information from the text, all marked with its “degree” of immunity from revision (roughly, a measure of the trustworthiness of the source of information). Output consists of a report of Cassie’s current definition of the word in its context, or answers to other queries.

“Hard” words might be novel to the reader (‘brachet’), familiar but misunderstood (does ‘smite’ mean to kill by hitting hard, or merely to hit hard?), or familiar but being used in a new sense (might “dressing” a sword mean to put clothes on it?). ‘Context’ includes the prior and immediately surrounding text, grammatical information, and the reader’s background knowledge, but no access to a dictionary or other external source of information (including a human).

Our theory is that the meaning of such a word (1) can be determined from context, (2) can be revised upon further encounters, (3) “converges” to a dictionary-like definition if enough context has been provided and if there have been enough encounters, but (4) is always subject to further revision. Each encounter yields a definition (a hypothesis about meaning) and provides an opportunity to revise it in light of new evidence. The revision is unsupervised: There is no (human) “trainer” and no “error-correction” techniques. Finally, no subject-matter-(or “domain”)-specific antecedent background information is required for the development and revision of the hypothesized definition (with the exception of the word’s part of speech). The domain-independence of our system can make it more difficult to develop a good definition quickly, but is intended to model the typical reader of an arbitrary text. Clearly, the more background knowledge, including specialized knowledge, that the reader brings to the text, the more efficiently the unknown term can be learned.

In addition to developing the grammar and improving the search algorithms, we plan to adapt the system to be an aid to students who are learning explicit CVA techniques. Extant educational programs for CVA give only vague suggestions (often just to the teacher, not the student) for how to infer meaning from context, assume reading materials with words already semantically “clustered”, or offer texts that always include a sentence explicitly defining the unknown term. Instead, we will use actual reading material (or develop our own as needed), from different grade levels, of the sort that a student would normally encounter.

It is not our intent to use a computer to teach students but, rather, to apply the knowledge gained from programming Cassie to do CVA to the creation of instructional methods to teach students to do CVA in regular classroom instructional milieus. We are not building a teaching machine, but rather teaching a machine to see if what we learn in teaching it can help us to teach students better.
Section C: Project Description

CONTEXTUAL VOCABULARY ACQUISITION:
Development of a Computational Theory and Educational Curriculum.

1 OVERVIEW. No doubt you have on occasion read some text containing an unfamiliar word, but you were unable or unwilling to find out from a dictionary or another person what the word meant. Nevertheless, you might, consciously or not, have figured out a meaning for it. Suppose you didn’t, or suppose your hypothesized meaning was wrong. If you never see the word again, it may not matter. However, if the text you were reading were from science, mathematics, engineering, or technology (SMET), not understanding the unfamiliar term might seriously hinder your subsequent understanding of the text. If you do see the word again, you will have an opportunity to revise your hypothesis about its meaning. The more times you see the word, the better your definition will become. And if your hypothesis development were deliberate, rather than “incidental” (Nagy 1997), your command of the new word would be stronger.

Our project has two major goals. (1) Our first goal is to extend and develop algorithms for computational contextual vocabulary acquisition (CVA) by a computer, i.e., programming a computer to learn from context the meanings of “hard” words (nouns (including proper nouns), verbs, adjectives, and adverbs). The development of these computational algorithms will be informed by two research processes. First (a) we will unify the disparate literature on the topic of CVA from psychology, first- and second-language (L1 and L2) acquisition, and reading science, and second (b) we will conduct several case studies of students using CVA techniques while reading SMET texts. We will use the knowledge gained from the literature and case studies to inform the development of our computational algorithms. (2) Our second major goal is to use the knowledge gained from the application of the computational algorithms to develop a CVA curriculum (i.e., teaching methods and guides, materials for teaching and practice, and evaluation instruments) to help teachers teach students to use CVA techniques for identifying hard words in SMET texts and to evaluate this curriculum in actual SMET middle-grade and college-level classrooms. This project falls within Quadrant 2 (fundamental research on behavioral, cognitive, affective and social aspects of human learning) and Quadrant 3 (research on SMET learning in formal and informal educational settings).

The computational aspects of this project build upon our previous work on the development of a computational CVA theory and software system called ‘Cassie’ (Ehrlich 1995, Ehrlich & Rapaport 1997, Hunt & Koplas 1998, Rapaport & Ehrlich 2000). Cassie consists of the SNePS knowledge-representation and reasoning system (see §3.1) and a knowledge base of background information representing the knowledge that a reader (e.g., Cassie) brings to the text containing the unknown term. Input to the system consists, in part, of information from the text being read, which is parsed and incorporated directly into the knowledge-representation formalism. Cassie’s other input is questions asked about the material being read. The question “What does [word] mean?” triggers a deductive search of the knowledge base, now consisting of background information plus information from the text, all marked with its “degree” of immutability from revision (roughly, a measure of the trustworthiness of the source of information). Output consists of a report of Cassie’s current definition of the word in its context, or answers to other queries.

“Hard” words might be novel to the reader (‘brachet’), familiar but misunderstood (does ‘smite’ mean to kill by hitting hard, or merely to hit hard?), or familiar but being used in a new sense (might “dressing” a sword mean to put clothes on it?). ‘Context’ includes the prior and immediately surrounding text, grammatical information, and the reader’s background knowledge, but no access to a dictionary or other external source of information (including a human).

Our theory is that the meaning of such a word (1) can be determined from context, (2) can be revised upon further encounters, (3) converges to a dictionary-like definition if enough context has been provided and if there have been enough encounters, but (4) is always subject to further revision. Each encounter yields a definition (a hypothesis about meaning) and provides an opportunity to revise it in light of new evidence. The revision is unsupervised: There is no (human) “trainer” and no “error-correction” techniques. Finally, no subject-matter-(or “domain”)-specific antecedent background information is required for the development and revision of the hypothesized definition (with the exception of the word’s part of speech). The domain-independence of our system can make it more difficult to develop a good definition quickly, but is intended to model the typical reader of an arbitrary text. Clearly, the more background knowledge, including specialized knowledge, that the reader brings to the text, the more efficiently the unknown term can be learned.

Evidence for this comes from psychology (Elshout-Mohr & van Daalen-Kapteijns 1987, Johnson-Laird 1987, Sternberg 1987), L1 and L2 vocabulary-acquisition (see Rapaport 2000c for a bibliography), and (informal) protocols that we have taken from subjects who were asked to reason out loud about their definition-forming and revision procedures.
when shown passages containing unknown words. These same passages have served as input to Cassie, the computational system that develops and revises definitions in ways similar to the human subjects.

In addition to developing the grammar and improving the search algorithms, we plan to adapt the system to be an aid to students who are learning explicit CVA techniques. Extant educational programs for CVA give only vague suggestions (often just to the teacher, not the student) for how to infer meaning from context, assume reading materials with words already semantically “clustered” (Marzano et al. 1991), or offer texts that always include a sentence explicitly defining the unknown term (Mueser 1984, Mueser & Mueser 1984). Instead, we will use actual reading material (or develop our own as needed), from different grade levels, of the sort that a student would normally encounter (§4.2.1(1)).

It is not our intent to use a computer to teach students but, rather, to apply the knowledge gained from programming Cassie to do CVA to the creation of instructional methods to teach students to do CVA in regular classroom instructional milieus. We are not building a teaching machine, but rather teaching a machine to see if what we learn in teaching it can help us to teach students better.

The system is being developed in the SNePS Research Group (SNeRG)1 of the SUNY Buffalo Department of Computer Science and Engineering and the Center for Cognitive Science,2 and the system and curriculum will be tested in The Center for Literacy and Reading Instruction3 of the SUNY Buffalo Department of Learning and Instruction. This Center serves three major purposes: training, community service, and research. It provides internships in a clinical facility where graduate students complete diagnostic assessments of children thought to have reading or learning problems, and also extends one-to-one remedial instruction to reading-disabled children. As a community service, the Center offers diagnostic and remedial treatment to children in the Western New York area. The staff and director of the Center also regularly conduct and publish research related to diagnostic and remedial procedures for children with reading difficulties.

2 SIGNIFICANCE. Other computational theories of CVA4 either (1) make recourse to online dictionaries or human informants (e.g., Zernik & Dyer 1987), whereas ours does not; (2) only map unknown terms onto known concepts (e.g., Hastings 1994; Hastings & Lytinen 1994ab), whereas our system is capable of concept formation, i.e., constructing, rather than merely finding, meanings of unknown terms; (3) are concerned with “correctness” of word meaning (Hastings), whereas for us such a notion does not apply; or (4) are more concerned with modeling L1 acquisition during childhood (e.g., Siskind 1992, 1994, 1996), whereas our focus is on relatively mature readers who already know a large part of their language and are (merely) expanding their vocabulary.

Nor do we know of other curriculum programs like ours. Sternberg et al. 1983 described a computer-based tutoring system for CVA that was never built.5 Aist 2000 “focus[es] on developing computerized methods to help children learn (as opposed to developing a computer program that learns)”6 and as opposed to devising a classroom curriculum (as we are), and is “adding extra information to textual contexts”, whereas we are investigating the use of natural texts. Moreover, we will be basing our curricular research on case studies with students actually doing CVA.

The importance of our project stems from the need (a) for natural-language-understanding systems that can operate independently of human assistance and (b) to improve both the teaching of reading and students’ reading ability (especially in SMET). Our project is also distinctive in its proposed use of mutual feedback between the development of the computational theory and the educational curriculum.

2.1 Computational Significance. We want natural-language-understanding (a.k.a. “text understanding”, “message processing”, or “information extraction”) systems to be (as) robust (as humans): They should not break down just because they have encountered an unknown expression. This is especially the case for systems that use unconstrained input text and must operate independently of human intervention. For example, “intelligent agents” ought to be able to figure out a human user’s instructions without necessarily stopping to ask what each new word means. No assumption of a “fixed complete lexicon” can be made (Zernik & Dyer 1987): It could not be manually encoded, nor could it contain neologisms or new meanings given to old words in new contexts. Similarly, a system designed to locate “interesting” news items from an online information server should not be limited to keyword searches; e.g., if the user is interested in news items about dogs, and the filter detects items about “brachets” (a term not in its lexicon), it should

1[http://www.cse.buffalo.edu/sneps]
2[http://www.cogsci.buffalo.edu/]
3[http://www.readingcenter.buffalo.edu/]
deliver those items as soon as it decides that a brachet is a kind of dog. And, of course, a student who comes upon an unfamiliar term in a text should be able to figure out what it means, at least to the extent of being able to comprehend the rest of the text, if not to give a formal, precise definition.

Two key features of our system mesh nicely with these desiderata; they can be summarized as the advantages of learning over being told: (1) Being told requires human intervention, whose availability cannot be guaranteed. Our system operates (i.e., learns meanings) independently of a human teacher or trainer (with one exception that we propose to overcome), and thus can model a student learning CVA techniques. (2) One cannot predict all information that might be needed to understand unconstrained, domain-independent text; hence, the system must be able to learn on its own. Our system does not constrain the subject matter (the “domain”) of the text. Although our research so far has been primarily concerned with narrative text, our techniques are perfectly general; here, we are proposing to extend them to SMET texts. Assuming the availability of an appropriate grammar, we are developing (and propose to elaborate on) algorithms for producing definitions independent of domain. However, the definitions are dependent on the system’s background knowledge: The more background knowledge the system has, the better the definitions will be, and the more quickly they will “converge”.

On the prescriptive approach to lexicography, definitions are “correct”; any other use is, by definition, incorrect. On the descriptive approach, a word means what it is used to mean by those who use it. For example, the prescriptive definition of the phrase ‘à la mode’ is “in the current fashion”, but a descriptive definition of the phrase as observed in American contexts would be something like “with ice cream”. Our system produces descriptive definitions; i.e., we are not proposing a system that develops “correct” definitions (cf. Wilks & Fass’s (1992) theory of “preference semantics”). Rather, our system develops dictionary-like definitions that enable the reader to continue with the task of understanding the text. Sometimes, an author uses a word incorrectly. However, since we are taking a descriptive approach to the definition of words and are interested in allowing Cassie to determine what is meant by a word in a given context, we have not considered any means to allow her to conclude that a word has been misused. If the usage does not agree with previous understanding, our approach is to develop a secondary definition for it.

Although both the computational and educational literature talk about “vocabulary” acquisition, it is really a concept that is acquired, for it is the meaning of the unknown word that is being learned. Sometimes, what the reader learns when seeing an unknown word is how to read it. The word might actually be a familiar word that the reader has never seen in print before, or it might be a new word that falls into one of the other two categories below. In any case, the reader is not learning what the word means; we are not concerned with this kind of “sight-vocabulary” acquisition. Other times, the unknown word is (merely) a synonym for a known word or a term for a known concept (as in Hastings’s work). Although our system is capable of determining this, we feel that the more interesting and important situation is that in which the unknown word names a new concept: See the discussions of ‘brachet’, ‘smite’, and ‘dress’, in §3. In this third situation, “vocabulary” acquisition is really a form of ontology learning.

2.2 Educational Significance. Successfully programming Cassie to derive a word’s meaning from context and to tell us how she did it is no small feat and is good basic research. However, this multidisciplinary proposal combines basic and applied research. Its significance would not be in its mere accomplishment, but in whether the knowledge gained by developing such a successful program can be applied to teaching CVA strategies to students so that they are able to use them successfully when they encounter hard words in their regular reading of SMET texts.

Helping students to gain the meanings of hard words from the contexts they are reading has been on the “to do” list of teachers for decades. No textbook in teaching reading or content areas (e.g., SMET, social studies) fails to include admonitions and suggestions to help students in CVA. But where the experts in reading and content areas fall short is in specifying: the specific forms of context available for CVA, the degree of helpfulness of a given context, the parameters of the role of prior (or background) knowledge in using available context, the cognitive/logical processes that must be applied to these contexts and prior knowledge, how to evaluate one’s confidence in the derived meaning, or how often a word must be encountered to be confidently learned. In spite of this, humans learn huge numbers of words and concepts from the oral and written contexts they encounter daily. We need to conduct more systematic studies of CVA, not only to understand how context does and does not operate, but, more importantly, to teach students to be more efficient in their use of context. We have an unusual opportunity here to blend the talents of cognitive computer scientists and reading scientists to explore these issues.

Educators and psychologists argue that the vast majority of words that we know and use every day are not learned from direct instruction, but from oral and written contexts (Anderson & Freebody 1981; Beck et al. 1983; Sternberg 1987; Nagy & Herman 1987; Nagy 1988; Stahl 1999). Given the number of words in the average adult’s reading, listening, speaking, and writing vocabularies, it is easy to agree that only a small portion of these words were taught
directly to us as children, students, or adults. We are not saying that humans do not already use context to learn words or that schools are not already teaching context skills. However, the specific context clues that are recommended for instruction are not the result of scientific study of actual CVA, but the result of logical analyses of language usage and traditional notions about context clues (Deighton 1978, Fisher 1986, Nagy 1988, Harris & Sipay 1990, Friedland 1992, Blachowicz & Fisher 1996, Lipson & Wixon 1997, Stahl 1999). There has not been sufficient systematic study of the actual processes required in gaining word meanings from natural printed contexts. We do not really know how humans integrate context, prior knowledge, and cognitive/logical operations in CVA, nor do we know how many times these operations must be applied to a given word in context for that word to be confidently learned. We propose to conduct exhaustive tests of algorithms for maximizing the interplay of the text’s language and meaning clues and the student’s prior knowledge and logical thinking for the further development of our theory and software system.

We propose two strategies for studying how humans integrate context, prior knowledge, and cognitive/logical operations in CVA: The first is for cognitive computer scientists to test systematically those known (and to be discovered; see next strategy) forms of contextual support for CVA with varying degrees of prior knowledge and varying algorithms. We know that context can be both facilitating (Gipe 1980; Beck et al. 1983) as well as misleading (Schatz & Baldwin 1986), but we do not know the specific parameters of what makes a context helpful, not helpful, or misleading (§4.2.2(1c)). A second strategy will be case studies, conducted by the reading scientists, of students applying CVA techniques. The knowledge gained from these case studies will become part of the information the cognitive computer scientists will program into Cassie for further testing. We will also conduct, in regular teaching environments, pilot applications of those CVA strategies generated by Cassie.

Determining how humans do (or should do) CVA is a research problem well suited for artificial intelligence. If this application of artificial intelligence results in new knowledge about how humans do CVA, then it is possible to create better curricula and instructional materials for teaching CVA strategies in the reading of SMET texts.

3 CURRENT IMPLEMENTATION.

3.1 Software Environment. The technology we employ is the SNePS-2.5 knowledge-representation-and-reasoning system (Shapiro & Rapaport 1987, 1992, 1995; Shapiro et al. 1999; Shapiro 2000). SNePS has been and is being used for a number of research projects in natural-language understanding. Each node in a SNePS network represents a concept or mental object (possibly built of other concepts), with labeled arcs linking the concepts. All information, including propositions, is represented by nodes, and propositions about propositions can be represented without limit. Arcs merely form the underlying syntactic structure of SNePS. Paths of arcs can be defined, allowing for path-based inference, including property inheritance within generalization hierarchies. There is a 1–1 correspondence between nodes and represented concepts. This uniqueness principle guarantees that nodes will be shared whenever possible and that nodes represent “intensional” objects, i.e., concepts, propositions, properties, and such objects of thought as fictional entities (e.g., Sherlock Holmes), non-existents (e.g., unicorns), and impossible objects (e.g., the round square) (Shapiro & Rapaport 1987, 1991). This wide representational ability is especially appropriate for CVA from arbitrary texts, whose subject matter could range from factual science to science fiction. After all, objects about which we can think, speak, or write need not exist; this includes not only unicorns, but possibly black holes, bosons, or other theoretical entities of contemporary SMET.

SNePS’s inference package allows rules for both deductive and default reasoning. In the presence of a contradiction, the SNeBR belief-revision package allows for the removal of one or more of the propositions from which the contradiction was derived, as well as the conclusions that depended on it (Martins & Shapiro 1988). This mechanism is used to revise definitions that are inconsistent with a word’s current use. We have developed algorithms for partially automating the identification and removal or modification of the offending premise, based on SNePSwD, a default belief-revision system that enables automatic revision (Martins & Cravo 1991, Cravo & Martins 1993). Members of SNeRG are exploring techniques for more fully automating it (Johnson & Shapiro 2000ab). SNePS also has an English lexicon, morphological analyzer/synthesizer, and a generalized augmented-transition-network parser-generator that, rather than building an intermediate parse tree, translates the input English directly into the propositional semantic-network knowledge-representation system (Shapiro 1982, 1989; Shapiro & Rapaport 1995). Members of SNeRG are exploring the use of the LKB computational language/grammar environment (Copestake 1999) as an interface to SNePS, which would provide a much wider range of grammatical coverage.

“Cassie”, our CVA system, consists of SNePS-2.5 (including SNeBR and the augmented-transition-network parser-generator), SNePSwD, and a knowledge base of background information. Currently, the knowledge base is hand-coded, because it represents Cassie’s antecedent knowledge; how she acquired this knowledge is irrelevant. We begin with what some might call a “toy” knowledge base, but each of our tests so far has included all previous information, so the knowledge base grows as we test more words. Cassie’s input consists, in part, of information from the text being read. Currently, this, too, is coded directly in the knowledge-representation formalism. However, a major part of our proposed research is the updating and further development of our grammar in order to automate the transduction of sentences from the text into information in the knowledge base. The initial grammars that we write will be specific to the texts that we are using, to ensure that they can be handled by the system; eventual use of the LKB grammar will enable the system to be more robust.

This system provides a software laboratory for testing and experimenting with the theory. It is a component of an interdisciplinary, cognitive-science project to develop a computational cognitive model of a reader of narrative text (Duchan et al. 1995). The proposed research will be an important contribution to this and similar projects, since to fully model a reader, it is important to model the ability to learn from reading, in particular, to expand one’s vocabulary in a natural way while reading, without having to stop to ask someone or to consult a dictionary.

3.2 Algorithms. Our implemented theory at least partially tests the thesis that symbol manipulation (syntax) suffices for natural-language understanding (Rapaport 1981, 1988, 1995, 2000b). Humans understand one another by interpreting the symbols they read or hear. This interpretation is a mapping from the speaker’s (or writer’s) syntax to the hearer’s (or reader’s) concepts (semantics). We take the meaning of a word (as understood by a cognitive agent) to be the position of that word in a highly interconnected network of words, propositions, and other concepts. That is, a word’s meaning is its (syntactic) relation to other words, (Quillian 1968, 1969). We thus adopt Quine’s (1951) view that the beliefs held by a cognitive agent form an interconnected web, where a change or addition to some portion of the web can affect other portions that are linked to it. Such an agent’s understanding of natural-language input will, therefore, be a part of such a web or semantic network composed of internal (mental) objects. If we take these mental objects to be symbols, then the interpretation of linguistic input is a syntactic operation, and formal symbol manipulation is sufficient for determining meanings of words.

In this (idiolectic) sense, the meaning of a word for a cognitive agent is determined by idiosyncratic experience with it. But a word’s dictionary definition usually contains less information than the idiolectic meaning. Since the contextual meaning described above includes a word’s relation to every concept in the agent’s mind, it is too unwieldy to be of much use. To limit the connections used to provide the definition, we select for particular kinds of information. Not all concepts within a given subnetwork need be equally salient to a dictionary-style definition of a word. Agent A may have a direct mental connection from ‘bachelor’ to ‘John’, while agent B may never have heard of him, yet A and B may be able to agree on a definition of ‘bachelor’. In the attempt to understand and be understood, people abstract certain conventional information about words and accept this information as a definition.

When a new word is encountered, people begin to hypothesize a definition. Applying the fundamental principle that the meaning of a term is its location in the network of background information and story information, our algorithms for hypothesizing a definition operate by deductively searching the network for information appropriate to a dictionary-like definition (see Rapaport & Ehrlich 2000 for the algorithms themselves). We assume that our grammar has been able to identify the unknown word as a noun or a verb. We have developed algorithms for hypothesizing and revising meanings for nouns and verbs that are unknown, mistaken, or being used in a new way. (Work on other parts of speech is part of the proposed project.)

Cassie was provided with background information for understanding the King Arthur stories in Malory 1470. In one test, when presented with a sequence of passages involving the hitherto unknown noun ‘brachet’, Cassie was able to develop a theory that a brachet was a dog whose function is to hunt and that can bay and bite. (Webster’s Second (1937) defines it as “a hound that hunts by the scent.”) However, based on the first context in which the term appeared (viz., “Right so as they sat, there came a white hart running into the hall with a white brachet next to him, and thirty couples of black hounds came running after them with a great cry.”), the initial hypothesis was merely that a brachet was a physical object that may be white.

Each time the term appeared, Cassie was asked to define it. To do so, she deductively searched her background knowledge base, together with the information she had read in the narrative to that point, for information concerning (1) direct class inclusions (especially in a basic-level category), (2) general functions of brachets (in preference to those of individuals), (3) the general structure of brachets (if appropriate, and in preference to those of individuals), (4) acts that brachets perform (partially ordered in terms of universality: probable actions in preference to possible actions, ac-
tions attributed to brachets in general in preference to actions of individuals, etc.), (5) possible ownership of brachets, (6) part/whole relationships to other objects, (7) other properties of brachets (when structural and functional description is possible, the less salient “other properties” of particular brachets are not reported, although we do report any properties that apply to brachets in general), and (8) possible synonyms for ‘brachet’ (based on similarity of the above attributes). Some of these are based on psycholinguistic studies of CVA (Elshout-Mohr & van Daalen-Kapteijns 1987, Johnson-Laird 1987, Sternberg 1987). In the absence of some or all of this information, or in the presence of potentially inconsistent information (e.g., if the text says that one brachet hunts and another does not), Cassie either leaves certain “slots” in her definitional framework empty, or includes information about particular brachets. Such information is filled in or replaced upon further encounters with the term.

To define a verb (V), we currently report its predicate structure, a categorization of its arguments, and any causal or enablement information we can find. To categorize an argument of V, we look for, in order of preference, its membership in a basic-level category, membership in a subclass of animal, or membership in some other known category. Clearly, our verb-definition algorithm is not as elaborate as our noun-defining algorithm. We propose to remedy this.

In another test, Cassie was told that ‘to smite’ meant “to kill by hitting hard” (a mistaken belief actually held by one of the PI’s before reading Malory 1470). Passages in which various characters were smitten but then continued to act triggered SNeBR, which identifies several possible “culprit” propositions in the knowledge base to remove in order to block inconsistencies. The reader then decides which belief to revise. Although the decision about which proposition (representing an incorrect definition) to withdraw and which new proposition (representing a revised definition) to add has been partially automated (using SNePSwD), this remains the one area still occasionally requiring human intervention. Automating this will be a major focus of our research.

A third case is exemplified by ‘to dress’, which Cassie antecedently understood to mean “to put clothes on something”. This is a well-entrenched meaning, which should not be rejected. However, upon reading that King Arthur “dressed” his sword, SNeBR detects an inconsistency. Rather than rejecting the prior definition, we add to it. In this case, Cassie decides that to dress is either to put clothes on or to prepare for battle.

3.3 Revision. When readers encounter a discrepancy between the way a word is used and their previous understanding of it, they must either assume that the word is used incorrectly or revise their previous understanding. When Cassie encounters a contradiction derived from combining story information with background knowledge, she must decide which of the premises leading to the contradiction should be revised. To do this, we tag each assertion in the knowledge base and the story with a “knowledge category” (kn_cat). These are ordered by certainty of belief, so that the system can choose a belief for revision from premises believed with the least certainty. The hierarchy of kn_cats, from greatest certainty of belief to least, is:

kn_cat intrinsic: Facts about language, including simple assertions and rules; very basic or fundamental background knowledge. Found in the knowledge base, not (usually) in stories. For example, the temporal relation “before” is transitive; containment of an item in a class implies containment in superclasses.

kn_cat story: Information present in the story being read, including stated propositions and propositions implicit in the sentence (necessary for parsing it). For example, “Sir Gryffette left his house and rode to town” contains the following story facts: Someone is named Sir Gryffette. That someone left his house. That someone rode to town.

kn_cat life: Background knowledge expressed as simple assertions without variables or inference. For example, taxonomies (e.g., dogs are a subclass of animals), assertions about individuals (e.g., Merlin is a wizard).

kn_cat story-comp: “Story-completion” information inferred by the reader to make sense of the story (Segal 1995). Using the example from kn_cat story, story completion facts include: Sir Gryffette is a knight; Sir Gryffette mounted his horse between leaving his house and riding to town.

kn_cat life-rule.1: Background knowledge represented as rules for inference (using variables) reflecting common, everyday knowledge. For example, if x bears young, then x is a mammal; if x dresses y, then y wears clothing.

kn_cat life-rule.2: Background knowledge represented as rules for inference (using variables) reflecting specialized, non-everyday information. For example, if x smites y, then x kills y by hitting y.

kn_cat questionable: A rule that has already been subjected to revision because its original form led to a contradiction. This is a temporary classification while Cassie looks for confirmation of her revision of a life-rule.2. Once she settles on a particular revision, the revised rule is tagged as a life-rule.2.

In case of contradiction, if only one belief has the highest level of certainty in the conflict set, it will be revised. If several alternatives exist with the same (highest present) kn_cat, Cassie looks for a verb in the antecedent: Humans more readily revise beliefs about verbs than about nouns (Gentner 1981). If this is still insufficient to yield a single culprit, then, in the current implementation, a human “oracle” chooses one (although this hasn’t been needed in our
tests to date). Ideally, Cassie would use discourse information to make the decision between possible culprits at the same level of certainty. For example, in the case of dressing a sword before fighting, the rule about what it means to dress something might be selected for revision because it is unrelated to the topic of fighting, whereas swords are closely associated with the topic. We will explore refinements of this hierarchy as part of the proposed research. Members of SNeRG are working on this in a related project; we hope to be able to use their results as well as provide them with cases for testing (Johnson & Shapiro 2000ab).

3.4 An Example. Here, we sketch Cassie’s handling of ‘smite’, with this background information in the knowledge base: There is a king named King Arthur. There is a king named King Lot. There is a sword named Excalibur. Excalibur is King Arthur’s sword. Horses are animals. Kings are persons. Knights are persons. “Person” is a basic-level category. “Horse” is a basic-level category. “Before” and “after” are transitive relations. If x is dead at time t, x can perform no actions at t or at any subsequent time. If x belongs to a subclass of person, x is a person. If a person acts, the act performed is an action. If an agent acts on an object, and there is an indirect object of the action, then the action is bitransitive. If an agent acts on an object, then the action is transitive. If an agent acts on itself, then the action is reflexive. If x is hurt at time t, then x is not dead at t. If x is not dead at time t, then x was not dead at any prior time. If x smites y at time t, then x hits y at t, and y is dead at t, and the hitting caused the death. (Note that the last is the only information about ‘smite’ in the knowledge base.)

Cassie then reads a sequence of passages containing ‘smite’ (Malory 1470: 13ff) interspersed with questions and requests for definitions (Pn = passage #n; Dn = the definition created after Pn; Qn = a question asked after Pn; Rn = the answer.)

P1: King Arthur turned himself and his horse. He smote before and behind. His horse was slain. King Lot smote down King Arthur.

D1: A person can smite a person. If x smites y at time t, then x hits y at t, and y is dead at t.

Q1: What properties does King Arthur have?

R1: King Arthur is dead.

P2: King Arthur’s knights rescued him. They sat him on a horse. He drew Excalibur.

Q2: When did King Arthur draw?

The inference required to reply to Q2 triggers SNeBR, which reports that King Arthur’s drawing (i.e., acting) is inconsistent with his being dead. Cassie automatically removes the proposition reporting her belief that smiting entails hitting, which is automatically replaced with two beliefs: that although smiting entails hitting, it only possibly entails killing (kn.cat. questionable), and that if smiting results in a death, then the hitting is the cause of death. These rules are not built in; rather, they are inferred by a set of general rules for replacing discarded definitions with revised definitions, which is being developed.

D2: A person can smite a person. If x smites y at time t, then x hits y at t and possibly y is dead at t.

P3: Two of King Claudas’s knights rode toward a passage. Sir Ulfyas and Sir Brastias rode ahead. Sir Ulfyas smote down one of King Claudas’s two knights. Sir Brastias smote down the other knight. Sir Ulfyas fought and unhorsed another of Claudas’s knights. Sir Brastias fought and unhorsed the last of Claudas’s knights. Sir Ulfyas and Sir Brastias laid King Claudas’s last two knights on the ground. All of King Claudas’s knights were hurt and bruised.

The information that the knights were hurt was added in forward-chaining mode to allow Cassie to notice that they were still alive at the time that they were hurt and therefore could not have died earlier at the time that they were smitten. Cassie has now heard of two cases in a row (King Arthur, and the two knights) where a smitee has survived being smitten, with no intervening cases of death by smiting, yielding:

D3: A person can smite a person. If x smites y at time t, then x hits y at t.

Further encounters with ‘smite’ cause no further revisions. Not only has the definition stabilized (“converged”), but it has done so in a manner similar to our human protocols.
4 PROPOSED RESEARCH: Extending and Applying the Theory. The proposed project has two parallel research “streams”: computational and educational. Both will last through the full 3 years of the project; results from each will inform and support the other. Cutting across these two streams, we propose 4 tasks: (1) We will improve the coverage and behavior of our computational CVA system. As part of this, Cassie will be modified to output not only a definition of the unknown term, but also an explanation of how she inferred its meaning. Since Cassie will always give an appropriate meaning for the term, she can be used (2) to help develop curriculum materials in CVA techniques. (3) The new curriculum will be tested in field research with students reading real SMET texts. (4) Results from the curriculum-development case studies and field tests will be used to further develop the computational theory and system.

4.1 Computational Stream: Extending the Theory.

4.1.1 Improve the coverage of the grammar that transduces the natural-language text into SNePS. Our current toy grammars have the capacity to add new words to the lexicon when they are encountered (Hunt & Koplas 1998). This means only that a combination of morphological analysis and grammatical constraint on the parse of the sentence is used to determine the new word’s part of speech. This suffices to allow the parse of sentences that contain the word, and to permit Cassie to decide whether to use her noun- or verb-definition algorithm when we ask what the word means. (Such a determination does not actually require a word’s presence in the lexicon as opposed to the knowledge base: Its position in the network can identify its part of speech. But lexical look-up is faster than searching the network.) We do not intend as part of this project to write a comprehensive and robust grammar for English. Rather, we plan to write grammars that can handle the particular texts we will be working with. As indicated elsewhere in this document (§3.1), an independent, though related, research project in SNeRG concerns the adaptation of the LKB grammar to SNePS. Certainly, if that project is successful, we intend to use it. In addition, we intend our new grammar to build appropriate representations of causal and hyponym-hypernym relations between clauses.

4.1.2 Improve and elaborate the algorithms for defining verbs, modifiers, and proper names. We plan to elaborate our theory of verb acquisition in the light of research on verb meanings (Gleitman 1990, 1994). It could also be improved by developing synonym-finding procedures and by the use of some scheme for classifying verbs of different types. One such scheme already available is Conceptual Dependency’s primitive acts (Schank & Rieger 1974). Another possibility would be to attempt to develop a classification of verbs analogous to Rosch’s superordinate, basic-level, and subordinate categories (Rosch 1978). If such a classification is possible, the concepts associated with Schank’s primitive acts might be seen as superordinate categories, as would English words such as ‘move’ or ‘go’. ‘Walk’ might be a basic-level verb, while ‘amble’, ‘pace’, ‘stroll’, ‘stride’, and ‘hobble’ might be considered subordinate level. If we can establish such a structure for the classification of (at least some types of) verbs, then, just as we defined ‘brachet’ as a type of dog, we might define ‘striding’ as a type of walking.

Determining the class to which a particular verb belongs, as well as determining synonyms, will depend largely on our ability to analyze the results of actions and events. To date, we have paid relatively little attention to the flow of a narrative. In defining nouns, the propositional content of individual sentences usually suffices. In defining the verbs ‘dress’ and ‘smite’, it was necessary to note somewhat the sequence of events. Dressing a sword was reported to enable fighting, because such activities were observed to occur immediately before fighting. The definition of ‘smite’ had to be revised because the sequence of events in the story had Arthur acting after Lot smote him, which would have been impossible had the smiting resulted in his death. To be generally effective at defining verbs, however, Cassie’s capacity for inferring causal or enabling relations between actions and events should be expanded.

Looking for textual markers is an obvious step in deducing causality from narrative. ‘So [modifier] that’ is a proverbial cause/effect marker, as are ‘therefore’, ‘because’, and ‘since’. Other such markers exist. Our grammar should recognize at least some of these, and build the appropriate relations between the propositions of the surrounding clauses. Temporal terms like ‘until’ can also be clues. If one activity or state of affairs continues until some event occurs (or other state obtains), the new event or state may cause the termination of the previous activity or state. In the case of a terminated activity, it may end because its goal is accomplished, or because the activity is no longer possible. The related work of SNeRG members Almeida (1995) on time in narratives and Ismail & Shapiro (2000) on first-person aspect may be of some use here, as would Cohen’s (1987, 1990) work on textual markers and Mann & Thompson’s work on rhetorical structure theory.

Sequence of action may be considered in terms of whether it suggests a causal or enabling link. In general, an act by one agent followed by the act of a different agent is not apt to be causal or enabling unless a textual marker is present. In defining ‘dress’, we used the heuristic that, when the second verb in a time sequence is a second action
by the same agent, the first act may enable the second, or it may enable a larger activity of which the second act is a part. The difficulty with this heuristic is that a list of actions may be effectively simultaneous, if they are done to enable something else.

To a large extent, inferring causal or enabling relations in narrative is a matter of having sufficient background knowledge, and does not require changes in our definition algorithms. However, determining which verbs (and how many) form a sequence will require some type of discourse analysis that Cassie currently lacks. A better understanding of a story can only improve the understanding of the words in it.

The three major types of open-class words are nouns, verbs, and modifiers. We need to abstract definitions for adjectives or adverbs, and consider methods for defining proper names. For some adjectives, morphological information might be of use (see §4.1.3). Definitions of color terms might be facilitated using the techniques from related work on color recognition and naming (Lammens 1994). Proper names, of interest in applications to reading news items, ought to be handleable by extending our noun-definition algorithm (perhaps to include slots for city/state/country, function, occupation, etc.).

4.1.3 Develop algorithms to deal with synonyms and etymological/morphological clues for definitions. Readers sometimes look for clues to the meaning of a new word in the word itself. Some such clues can be very misleading (e.g., ‘brachet’ rhymes with ‘latchet’ so perhaps it refers to some sort of hardware or fastener), but etymological clues may be quite relevant. In some cases, a familiarity with Greek, Latin, or other roots can allow a reasonable interpretation of a new word even if the context is not very informative. If combined with an informative context, such etymological knowledge can permit very rapid acquisition of a word’s meaning. SNePS’s morphological analyzer gives some of this information, and we will explore adapting it for this use.

4.1.4 Modify the reasoning system to allow it to induce generalizations from instances and to fully automate the belief-revision mechanism. We plan to investigate getting Cassie to generalize in situations such as that encountered with ‘dress’ (§3.2, above): Since getting dressed is also a form of preparation (as is the use of salad “dressing”), Cassie should be able to induce a more general meaning (while maintaining such everyday meanings as putting clothes on). The automation of the belief-revision mechanism has already been discussed (§3.3, above).

4.1.5 Decide whether, when, and how to store newly learned definitions. It appears that humans do not store inferred definitions (Johnson-Laird 1987). Rather, we link various aspects of meaning to words, and different portions of a word’s meaning “come to mind” depending on the context in which they are used. The exception is when we expect a need to produce that definition, as with a student who must memorize definitions for an exam. Our decision not to build definitions into the knowledge base seems, therefore, to be both cognitively valid and practical (since Cassie need not withdraw “belief” in an early stage of a definition once she learns more). However, every time we ask her for a definition, she must search out the information afresh even if she has just told us the same thing many times in a row. We currently have no mechanism for compiling a definition, or even of keeping track of how many times a definition has been reported. We are considering the possibility of allowing Cassie to come to believe that certain portions of her knowledge constitute a definition. It seems likely that we would want both completeness and stability before storing a definition. The stability criterion, however, would require the development of some method for keeping track of how often a particular definition has been presented.

4.1.6 Foundational issues to be addressed. (1) How much assistance does context actually give? And how does it actually facilitate vocabulary acquisition? Clearly, some contexts will be more useful than others; perhaps some will be either useless or misleading. Our techniques are primarily developed with the useful contexts in mind. But they should work with useless (more technically, “minimal” or “empty”) contexts, too: Consider the sentence “Tommy broke a weti”, with unknown word ‘weti’. With some reasonable, but minimal, background knowledge, we might theorize that a weti is a breakable physical object. But even with no background knowledge or other contextual information (other than grammatical structure), we could theorize that a weti is something that Tommy broke, by “solving” the sentence for its unknown term, as in algebra (Higginbotham 1989). More importantly, errors inferred from misleading contexts will eventually be corrected as more occurrences of the word are encountered. More generally, our research is aimed at answering questions about the value and nature of contextual assistance to vocabulary acquisition; our algorithms should be considered as (implementing) a theory of how context operates.

(2) Does context operate differently in different subject areas (“domains”)? This important empirical question can only be answered by testing our system on texts from different subject areas. Our research to date has been primarily on literary texts. The current proposal focuses on SMET texts. As discussed in §4.2.1(1), SMET authors should, in
principle, write in a way that facilitates CVA, whereas literary authors might not be expected to (though, clearly, our results to date suggest that sometimes they do). We hope that one outcome of our research will be insight into the nature of such different contexts, resulting, perhaps, in advice to authors who wish to write CVA-facilitative texts (see Project 2061 (1999, 2000) for discussion of some problems with recent SMET textbook writing).

4.2 Educational Stream: Curriculum Development.

We have endeavored to incorporate into Cassie, or be consistent with, research in psycholinguistics on language acquisition, notably the work already cited in §§3.2, 3.3. The goal is not to limit Cassie’s CVA strategies to just those strategies already taught by teachers or used by students; no significant educational benefit results from this. The goal is for Cassie to use not only those strategies commonly taught and used, but to create new, previously unused or unknown algorithms. Successfully programming Cassie for CVA will be a worthy accomplishment, but the significance is not Cassie’s adequate performance, but whether the CVA strategies Cassie generates benefit the teaching of CVA so students are better able to “compute” word meanings when they independently read SMET materials. Accordingly, the parallel educational stream will have three phases:

4.2.1 Phase 1: Instructional methods and case studies. Three tasks are required in Phase 1 of the educational stream: (1) finding and/or developing SMET texts for CVA; (2) conducting case studies of good and poor readers to analyze in depth the forms of context, prior knowledge, and the logical operations used or applied during CVA; and (3) extending Cassie’s computational approaches and background knowledge in the analysis of SMET texts found (task 1) with the findings, data, and insights gained from the case studies (task 2).

1. Development of instructional materials for guided instruction and application. SMET texts are especially appropriate for deliberate CVA techniques: First, they cannot (or, at least, should not) be read quickly and passively, but slowly and actively, a technique that requires each sentence to be understood before the next one is read (Rapaport 2000a). A sentence with an unknown term (or a familiar term used in an unfamiliar, technical sense) that is not initially understood will require conscious, deliberate, and explicit thinking and reasoning on the part of the reader to develop at least an initial hypothesis about its meaning. Consistent with our theory, further encounters with the term will force the reader to revise the hypotheses and ultimately determine a meaning (not necessarily “the” meaning) that will foster overall comprehension. Nagy 1997 has advocated the importance of comprehension as the ultimate goal of reading over merely determining the “correct” meaning of a term. A related issue to be explored is student motivation: Poorer readers tend to skip over unknown words (Reed 1953). We believe that the methods of slow and active reading can help such readers notice such words and decide whether (and, of course, how) to figure out their meaning.

Second, authors of SMET texts, unlike the literary texts of our research so far, have the intention of helping the reader learn new words. Of course, they do not always live up to these good intentions; many authors use words presuming that the reader already knows their meaning, rather than facilitating the reader’s learning of their meaning. One anticipated outcome of our research is guidelines for writing SMET texts that are conducive to CVA techniques.

A major task in Phase 1 will be finding, adapting, and/or developing suitable SMET texts: i.e., text that contains a limited number of hard words, but uses those hard words in a variety of contexts numerous times throughout the text. These texts will be used both by Cassie for development of CVA algorithms, will become part of the CVA curriculum to be developed, and will be used by teachers and students for instruction and application. The two primary sources of texts are: (a) textbooks and (b) other reading materials used in SMET instruction. As a backup and only when necessary, a third source could be (c) materials written especially for this project covering the same content as (a) and (b). The major purpose of this project is to enhance students’ CVA abilities as they read the instructional materials regularly used in their SMET instruction, not to prepare special texts designed to facilitate CVA. But it may be the case that a given textbook provides too little context for CVA; in such cases, we will need to prepare additional texts that do provide additional context for CVA and that will be used in SMET instruction as a supplement to the regular classroom text.

Our plan is to use SMET texts for grades 5–8 and introductory computer science texts for college students. Readers at grade levels 5–8 are the most likely to come across new words, whereas adult readers seldom do (Durkin 1978/1979, Nagy 1988, Harris & Sipay 1990). Besides their intrinsic importance, we have chosen these subjects and ages for convenience, since the PIs have access to, and have experience teaching, these subjects to these ages. We have examined one of the science texts (Cooney et al. 2000) currently used by a cooperating 6th-grade teacher. This text presents hard science words repeatedly throughout a unit, and is ideally suited for this project. We are continuing to investigate other SMET texts for grades 5–8.

2. Case studies for developing CVA strategies. The literature of cognitive psychology, computational linguistics, and vocabulary research will inform the development of Cassie’s algorithms, but we contend that this process should
also be informed by the strategies and skills real students apply when trying to gain a word’s meaning from context. It will be the junction of logic and theory with practice and application that will lead to developing a new perspective on the nature of context for CVA, the role of prior knowledge in this learning, the mental processes required to use context, and the number of encounters with a word in context required to learn that word.

Students of varying reading and intellectual abilities will be taught CVA strategies in one-to-one and small-group settings. Phase 1 will involve three sets of students:

- **4–6 students in grades 5–8, with reading difficulties who are receiving one-to-one remedial reading instruction in the Center for Literacy and Reading Instruction.** These students will score at least two grade-equivalent levels below their grade placement on the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Achievement Test, 4th Ed. (Gates et al. 2000) on both the Comprehension and Vocabulary subtests. This is the standard definition for a reading difficulty for children of average intellectual ability (Harris & Sipay 1990). To be sure that each student has average or better listening vocabularies, each will have a score on the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, 3rd Ed (PPVT-III) (Dunn & Dunn 1997) not below the 46th percentile level.

- **2–4 students in grades 5–8 who are excellent readers will receive one-to-one instruction in their school.** On both the Gates-MacGinitie and the PPVT-III, each will score at or above the 80th percentile-insuring that all are excellent readers with strong listening vocabularies.

- **6–10 students in grades 5–8 with scores at or above the 80th percentile level on both the Gates-MacGinitie and the PPVT-III will be taught in small groups of 3–5.**

Data in the Phase 1 stage will be gained in the case studies by four methods:

(a) **Observations of teaching.** One-to-one or small group instruction will be videotaped as teachers teach CVA strategies to students and assist students in applying these techniques in texts. Observations and follow-up interviews will focus on: (1) specific contexts teachers point out as useful for CVA; (2) cognitive operations teachers guide students in using to deduce a meaning for a hard word; (3) prior knowledge necessary for deducing a meaning of a hard word; and (4) fix-up strategies teachers employ when students do not derive a plausible meaning for the hard word (e.g., redirecting student, providing information presumed known by student but not known, assistance given in applying cognitive operations).

(b) **Structured interviews of teachers.** Following instruction, as researcher and teacher review the videotape of the lesson, the teacher will be given a structured interview (Seidman 1991; Preissle & LeCompte 1993) about her or his perceptions on the forms of the contexts used, the cognitive operations applied, the role of students’ prior knowledge in CVA, and insights on improving these components.

(c) **Observations of students.** During instruction, students will use Kucan & Beck’s (1997) think-aloud technique as they apply CVA strategies to hard words in texts. The focus here will be students’ uses, comments, and insights on varying forms of context, prior knowledge they relied upon, logical operations used, and their confidence in the correctness of the meaning they deduced for the hard word.

(d) **Structured Interview of Students.** The purpose and format of the student interviews parallel those for the teacher interviews, but focusing on students’ perceptions and observations. Varying information might be obtained from students participating in a one-on-one structured interview and students being interviewed in a small group; which is why both one-on-one and small-group instruction and interviews with excellent students will be employed.

**Case-Study Procedures.** All instruction will be conducted by experienced reading clinicians/reading specialists in the Center for Literacy and Reading Instruction as well as in public-school classrooms in Western New York. All structured interviews will be conducted by a researcher or research assistant. The materials used in the instruction will be adapted from prior research (e.g., Beck et al. 1983; Friedland 1992), published materials for teaching context skills (e.g., Johnson & Pearson 1984; Mueser 1984; Mueser & Mueser 1984), materials currently used in the students’ classrooms, and drafts of materials being developed (described in prior section). Parental consent forms (as approved by SUNY Buffalo’s Human Subjects Review Board) will be obtained for all students included at this and every stage of the research. All teachers will be provided workshops on theories of vocabulary learning, research on the teaching of CVA strategies, and specific context and context teaching methods that have been found useful (Deighton 1978, Beck et al. 1983, Johnson & Pearson 1984, Fisher 1986, Nagy 1988, Friedland 1992, Kibby 1995, Stahl 1999). Code sheets for observations and structured interviews will be created. The major foci of these code sheets will be to note in detail the varying forms of context used, the parameters of prior information needed to use the context, and the thinking or cognitive processes students used to form a meaning for a hard word. This information will not only inform the
cognitive computer scientists for their programming of Cassie (the major purpose of this part of Phase 1), but will also inform the preparation of curricular methods and materials (Phase 2).

3. Extending Cassie’s computational approaches and background knowledge. A major purpose of the in-depth case-study observations and interviews of excellent and poor readers learning and applying CVA techniques is to gain data and insights to inform the cognitive computer scientists who are programming Cassie about (1) the forms of context teachers point out and students use, (2) the prior knowledge required to use this context and what teachers do to assist students with this prior knowledge, and (3) the cognitive or logical operations taught by teachers and applied by students. (These data will also inform the reading scientists in developing the CVA curriculum.)

Cassie will have to be supplied with suitable background knowledge to enable her to understand (all but the unknown terms of) these texts (Nagy 1997), and this will be another central task of our project. Many education researchers only pay lip service to the need for prior knowledge, but artificial-intelligence researchers in the fields of computational linguistics and knowledge representation are well aware of the importance of background knowledge for understanding. As Kibby 1995 points out, prior knowledge, suitably organized, of the concepts expressed by unknown words is of immense help; conversely, learning new words can help (re-)organize the reader’s background knowledge. Thus, a student’s failure to learn vocabulary contextually might reflect, not so much a failure to correctly apply CVA inference techniques, but a gap in background knowledge or knowledge that is not organized in a way conducive to reasoning. Cassie’s explanations, then, will have to include not only strategic advice, but also, where necessary, factual information to fill in (or to show the student how to fill in) any gaps in a usefully organized way. The case studies will provide data on what prior knowledge students used and what prior knowledge teachers were required to teach in order for the students to apply CVA techniques successfully. These data will inform the cognitive computer scientists in programming Cassie.

Similarly, Cassie will need to develop a repertoire cognitive or logical operations for using available context and available prior knowledge for CVA. Linguistic theory and logical analyses of language and texts will inform these processes, but, in this study, the cognitive computer scientists will also be informed by the variety of logical operations gained from the case studies.

4.2.2 Phase 2: Curriculum development and evaluation. There are three major tasks for Phase 2 of the educational stream: (1) developing the CVA curriculum and instructional materials, (2) developing CVA evaluation instruments, and (3) clinical and field trials of the curricular materials.

1. Development of teaching methods and instructional guidelines. After finding suitable texts and having Cassie apply CVA techniques to those texts, the next step will be to coordinate these texts and the teaching methods into a curriculum for teaching CVA techniques. This curriculum will be designed to help teachers identify the prior knowledge students will need to derive a given word’s meaning from context as well as methods for teaching students to identify and apply contextual clues found in natural texts. Our review of the research yields a number of factors that affect students’ CVA that must be addressed in the design of our curriculum and instructional materials:

(a) Noting hard words in the text. Students are not always cognizant that they have even encountered a hard word in a text (Reed 1953). Most previous studies of CVA (Friedland 1992) have used some form of typographical cue to be sure subjects noted the hard words in texts (Friedland 1992). Therefore, most of the instructional and evaluation materials developed will use a typographic cue that ensures the reader affixes attention to the hard word. To determine if students apply CVA strategies to hard words in natural texts, a few materials will not contain these typographical cues.

(b) Identifying context clues. A reader may not attempt to search for context that might provide a hard word’s meaning. To determine what textual clues and prior knowledge do or do not facilitate CVA, it is necessary to control the degree of effort students must expend in applying CVA techniques. Therefore, when confronting a hard word in a text, the students in this study will be required to identify those contexts that might provide some degree of meaning for each hard word they encounter.

(c) Evaluating helpfulness of context clues. Context does not always facilitate CVA (Beck et al. 1983; Schatz & Baldwin 1986). It is important that students monitor or judge the helpfulness of the context for CVA as a way of evaluating the utility of context and monitoring their confidence in the meaning derived (see (f), below). Beck et al. (1983) have described four levels of “helpfulness” of context in providing information for CVA to the reader: directive (very helpful), generally directive (somewhat helpful), nondirective (not helpful at all), and misdirective (the context leads reader to an incorrect definition of the hard word). In this study, students will be required to rate the helpfulness of the context.
(d) Prior knowledge. Even if a reader notes hard words and looks for the context clues to gain a meaning, the reader may or may not have the prior knowledge to use that context. Therefore, every student will have a criterion level of prior knowledge. Those students who do not already possess the appropriate prior knowledge will be provided that knowledge by the teacher or other instructional materials.

(e) Attempting to define hard word. Even if the reader recognizes that the text contains hard words, the reader may have gained some comprehension from the text, and thus feels no need to try to gain the word’s meaning from context (August, Flavell, & Clift 1984). Therefore, we must require all students to make an attempt to supply or pick a meaning for every hard word encountered.

(f) Monitoring appropriateness of derived meaning. Stahl (1999: 29) states that one needs to “sensitize children to the importance of learning words from context”, and he suggests that students be required to monitor or rate their confidence in the meaning derived for a hard word from context. Blachowicz & Fisher (1996) and Dale & O’Rourke (1986) suggest using a knowledge rating checklist for this rating. Therefore, after students derive a meaning for a hard word from context, we will require them to rate their confidence in that meaning.

(g) Number of encounters with the hard word in context. No one expects anyone to gain a hard word’s “appropriate meaning” in one encounter. Beck et al. (1983) say at least 12 encounters are needed. Therefore, all experimental and control students must have multiple (e.g., 12–16) encounters with each hard word.

In sum, our teaching methods and practice materials will be administered with certain limitations, i.e., we will: force students to note the hard word, require students to identify contexts that might help define the hard word, require students to evaluate the helpfulness of the context for CVA, assure that each student has the prior knowledge needed to use the available context and understand the hard word, require students to produce some meaning for the hard word, require them to evaluate their confidence in that meaning, and require students to encounter the use of the hard word in multiple texts.

2. Development of evaluation instruments.

(a) Measures of the dependent variables. In the experimental phase of this study (Phase 3), students in grades 5–8 studying SMET and college undergraduates studying introductory computer science will serve as the subjects in our experiments, and they will or will not receive experimental CVA program. At the end of the experimental treatments, it is predicted that experimental students taught CVA strategies will exceed control students on seven criteria: (1) number of the hard words noted in the texts they are reading, (2) number of segments of available context found useful for CVA, (3) judging the helpfulness of the available context, (4) number of hard words defined, (5) judging confidence in the accuracy of the derived meaning, (6) number of word definitions that closely approximate correctness, and (7) number of accurately defined words. Dependent variables 6 and 7 are the major dependent variables of the experimental studies. Test instruments and structured interview techniques will be developed to measure each of these outcome variables. The administration of these measures is described in §4.2.3(2).

(b) Measures of transfer. Students applying CVA strategies under the instructional conditions we use here may or may not apply them on their own at a later time. Our research aims to determine if students who use CVA strategies in experimental environments continue to apply these techniques to hard words encountered in their natural reading environments. Therefore, we will administer follow-up transfer tests to see if our students continue to apply CVA strategies in their required reading.

3. Refinement of Curriculum and Evaluation Instruments. There will be three field-study try-outs of curriculum and evaluation instruments. The try-outs will be with individual students in the Center for Literacy and Reading Instruction and with middle-grade and college students. None of the students in these try-outs will be a part of the controlled experiments, though it is our plan that the teachers might be the same. At the same time, Cassie will be continuing to evaluate our texts and to help us refine our teaching methods and materials.

4.2.3 Phase 3: Controlled Experiments.

1. Subjects and Treatments. Two pools of students will be the Ss for evaluating the effectiveness of the CVA techniques developed with input from Cassie: middle-grade students (grades 5–8) in regular classrooms in elementary or middle schools in two Western New York public-school districts, and college students (SUNY Buffalo undergraduates in an introductory computer science course).

Normal instruction in any SMET content area demands that teachers discuss the hard words in the text in some manner. Our instruction tries to coincide with normal teaching of SMET as much as possible. To have a control or treatment group in which hard words were never discussed in class would be completely detached from normal teaching; therefore, all instructional treatments will include some form of discussion of new or hard vocabulary. There will
be three instructional treatments: experimental CVA strategies, dictionary/glossary, and control. In the experimental treatment, the regular classroom instructors will provide instruction and practice in applying the CVA strategies developed in Phases 1 and 2 of the study. In the dictionary/glossary methods, teachers will remind (but not require) students to use a dictionary or textbook glossary for definitions of hard words in their SMET texts. In the control group, no special instructions, teaching, or materials will be given to students for learning the hard words. In all three groups, teachers and students will orally discuss any hard word whenever students ask about a word’s meaning. Systematic reviews of CVA strategies will be carried out during the implementation of the CVA treatment, and systematic reminders to use dictionaries and glossaries will be given in the dictionary/glossary treatment.

2. Procedures. The experiment will have four phases: (a) teacher training, (b) 4–6 weeks of student training and practice in the instructional method (except the Control group), (c) the experimental treatments and posttest, and (d) the follow-up test and study:

(a) Teacher Training: The instructors for the three treatment groups will be regular middle-grade and university instructors. In order to control for Hawthorne and John Henry effects, all instructors will participate in pre-treatment instructional sessions. All groups will receive sessions covering concept development, direct instruction, dictionaries usage, word play, semantic webbing, semantic features, synonym webs, word maps, word origins, Word Wizard, and roots and affixes. The instructional program will be based on works such as Deighton 1978, Gipe 1980, Eeds & Cockrum 1985, McKeown 1985, Schwartz & Raphael 1985, Beck et al. 1987, Nagy 1988, Blachowicz & Fisher 1996, Stahl 1999, and Johnson 2000.

Those teaching the CVA treatment will be given additional sessions on how to help students learn the CVA strategies specified in the CVA curriculum developed in Phase 2, and shown how to use the CVA instructional materials. For those employing the dictionary/glossary method, additional sessions on dictionary techniques for teaching vocabulary will be given based especially on the guidelines of Deighton 1978, Blachowicz & Fisher 1996, and Johnson 2000.

(b) Student Training: After teacher training, the CVA group in grades 5–8 will be given 4–6 weeks of direct instruction of the CVA curriculum developed in Phase 2. As previously described in Phase 2, students will be required to (a) note hard words, (b) identify and (c) evaluate context clues, (d) identify appropriate prior knowledge, (e) attempt to define the word, and (f) evaluate their confidence in the deduced meaning. In addition, they will (g) encounter many of the hard words frequently during training. Beck et al. (1987: 150) recommend that all activities “encourage children to make their thinking explicit”. To do this, most instruction will be with large or small groups for sharing of insights and strategies. We plan for very little independent or “seat work” activities during these sessions for teaching the CVA curriculum.

Using the practice texts used in the CVA treatment, students in the dictionary/glossary method will be given 4–6 weeks of instruction on the use of dictionaries, glossaries, and finding correct definitions for the hard words in the texts. Most of the students will have already developed adequate dictionary skills, but it is important to the integrity of the experiment that this group go through the same practice texts as the CVA group (though with no CVA instruction) and be encouraged to focus on the meanings of hard words in SMET texts for the same length of time as the CVA group.

The control group will receive no special directions or instruction during the training period.

For the college students in computer science, it is anticipated that the student training can be condensed to 3–6 hours.

(c) Experimental Treatments and Posttests: Each treatment will run for 8–10 weeks for both the middle-grades and university. The texts used in these settings will be those ordinarily used, though Cassie will have already evaluated them, and they will have been tried out in Phases 1 and 2. A goal of Phases 1 and 2 is to determine how many encounters with a word are typically required for an approximately correct meaning of the word to be determined. In Phase 3, as students progress through the text and encounter hard words the number of times determined in Phases 1 and 2, they will be tested on the meanings of those words on a weekly test (the “immediate retention test”). We anticipate each week’s test to evaluate 4–10 words. Each word will be tested only once on the immediate retention tests. A week after the chapter or instructional unit has been completed, a posttest will be administered that tests knowledge of all the hard words in that chapter or unit of the text (the “delayed test”). These two measurements will assess the last two dependent variables (numbers of word definitions approximately correct and of hard words accurately defined; §4.2.2(2a)). In addition to tests of word meanings, tests of content knowledge of the units studied will also be administered during and at the end of the unit of study (the “content test”).

(d) Follow-Up: One month after the treatments, as a follow-up to determine if students taught CVA strategies still apply them in their studies of SMET texts, we will conduct structured interviews with a representative sample of students to determine what strategies they use as they encounter a hard word in a text. Ss will be interviewed individually
and assigned a section from their text containing several hard words. After reading the section of text, they will be asked to: (1) list the hard words noted in the text, (2) identify all segments of available context found useful for CVA, (3) judge the helpfulness of the available context, (4) give a meaning for the word, and (5) judge confidence in the accuracy of the derived meaning (the first five dependent variables identified in §4.2.2(2a)). From this, measures of the last two dependent variables can be gained.

3. Data Analysis. Because of the difference between middle-grade and college students in experience with CVA, we will analyze the data separately. For the middle-grade students, our research will have a $2 \times 3 \times 2 \times 2$ factorial mixed-design with repeated measures on the last factor. The between-subjects factor are intelligence (above average and average/below average); method of vocabulary instruction (context, dictionary/glossary, and control); and subject (science or technology); the fourth, the within-subjects factor, is time of testing (immediate and delayed). The dependent variables in this quantitative analysis will be content knowledge and number of words learned (§4.2.2(2)). If we find no significant main or interaction effects for subject, we will collapse the analysis to a 3-way mixed ANOVA. Only a 3-way design will be used with the college students, because we are teaching only one subject.

The data from the structured interviews of students after the treatments will be analyzed quantitatively with percentages and qualitatively (Seidman 1991). Teachers will also be interviewed regarding their reactions to the CVA methods as they applied them in their classes.

It is anticipated that the findings of this study will not only inform classroom methods of teaching CVA to students studying SMET texts, but it is also expected that we will be able to derive guidelines for writing SMET texts that will assist authors in presenting their text in a manner that enhances CVA.

5. Effect on Education and on Human Resources. The project team will consist of William J. Rapaport (Associate Professor of Computer Science, Adjunct Professor of Philosophy, and Associate Director, SNeRG) and Michael W. Kibby (Professor, Department of Learning and Instruction; Director, Center for Literacy and Reading Instruction) as co-PIs, and their graduate students in the Department of Computer Science & Engineering, the Department of Learning and Instruction, the Center for Cognitive Science, and the Center for Literacy and Reading Instruction. The overall theory of vocabulary expansion by “syntactic-semantic” techniques was developed by Rapaport, and the details of the theory and its implementation were developed by Karen Ehrlich (now in the Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, SUNY College at Fredonia), who will consult on this project. The topics have been the focus of graduate seminars taught by Rapaport, which will continue, along with joint seminars with Kibby. The development of SNePS is being conducted by a larger research group of M.S. and Ph.D. students, co-directed by Stuart C. Shapiro and Rapaport (with the participation of Jean-Pierre Koenig, Department of Linguistics), of which this project will be an integral component. We plan to involve other faculty and graduate and undergraduate students in various capacities on this project, ranging from fairly straightforward lexicon and grammar development to research on, and implementation of, the proposed extensions to the theory, and testing and training with readers. This will include experts at SUNY Buffalo on SMET education: Douglas H. Clements (computer education), Rodney L. Doran (science education), Carol Hosenfeld (L2 education), Thomas Schroeder (mathematics education). In addition to researchers from the PIs’ home departments, we expect to involve other researchers and students from the SUNY Buffalo Center for Cognitive Science in communicative disorders, linguistics, psychology, and/or philosophy.

6. Summary. We have preliminary evidence that such a computational CVA system can be built. We seek funds to explore this further, to develop a CVA curriculum, and to perform experiments (both in the lab and in classroom settings in the school systems) to see if it helps students learn new words and concepts. If it is successful, we hope that it will be acceptable to school systems. We believe that our project is consistent with the goal of improving SMET educational practices in both classroom and informal learning environments, by focusing on concept formation, acquisition, and change in novel domains, in a way that integrates the reader’s existing background knowledge with new information (i.e., the unknown term).
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